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About This Game

Description

Who's Your Daddy is a casual 1 on 1 video game featuring a clueless father attempting to prevent his infant son from certain
death.

Current Features

 A beautiful home for you to watch over your son in

 Physics based game play allowing you to move small objects as you please

 Beautiful compositions to be played on your baby's piano

 Two unique character types to play as

 Randomized locations of crucial items

 Awesome power ups for being able to do chores

 Available for PC, Mac and Linux/Steam OS
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The Characters

Who's Your Daddy features two different characters to play as, the daddy and the baby.

 Daddy

The daddy's goal is to prevent the baby from dying. He has a number of items that can be found inside the house to help him
complete this task such as:

 Power Outlet Covers

 Cabinet Locks

 Pills

The father player also has the option to do various chores around the house, such as cleaning up toys or changing a smoke alarm
battery. Doing these side activities rewards the father player with a power up to help him watch over his son. Some examples of

these are:

 Peek-A-Boo: Makes the daddy invisible

 Bat Dad: Daddy can see baby's health and location through walls

 Say Momma: Daddy can see the location of important objects through walls

The daddy player faces a number of challenges, due to needing the knowledge of how to approach any danger his baby may be
in. He needs to be alert, fast moving and prepared for anything if he wants to keep his son safe.

Baby

The baby's goal is to take his own life using whatever objects within the house he can get his little hands on. This includes
actions such as:

 Shoving forks into power outlets

 Chugging various cleaning products

 Scuba diving unsupervised in the tub

The baby player has minimal responsibility and this allows for a simple, yet erratic play style.
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Title: Who's Your Daddy
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Evil Tortilla Games
Publisher:
Evil Tortilla Games
Release Date: 23 Dec, 2015
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I play this because I want to feel how it it to have a wife. shte se samoybiq. it is fun and cool. Great with friends, and with it
being such a low price, why not?
. This was a fun game that was great until the developers added so many ways for the baby to kill itself it made it almost
impossible to win as the father so in its current state i would say to give this game a pass. Its so laggy and its bugging all
time!There are no online players so you can't normaly play it! The split scree isn't working to me!. dont you ever buy
this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. everytime i play this game something goes horribly wrong.

10\/10
ould play again.
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This game is by far hilarious, but sadly the game would not work on my laptop even with low quality. I think it's just my PC, but
I probably won't play this game until I get a better computer. I really like this game and I recommend it, but for those who have
computers that does NOT have the capacity to run games like this, don't Install\/download the game unless you have a better
computer.. im your daddy. I'd recommend it with friends or family, but it's not that fun by yourself playing online. It's filled
with bugs, so don't expect a really easy time. If you've got money to spare, sure you can get it, but otherwise it'll just be a waste..
Horrible game. My son left it open all night so I couldn't even get a refund from the devs. Looked super promising.. Remember
when this game was popular?

cause I wish I didn't. Accurate example of how my childhood was.
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